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1. Background
Protein-protein interaction networks
Proteins are linear chain biomolecules that are the basis of functional networks in all organisms. They
include classes that regulate other proteins (e.g. kinases), classes that regulate gene expression (e.g.
transcription factors), and classes that control response to disease (e.g. immunoglobulins). Aspects of
their social networks have been extensively studied across organisms, particularly in yeast [1]–[3], and
humans [4]–[7].
Relevance for treating disease and drug discovery
Protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks can be used directly to study disease and for drug discovery.
The causes of disease largely manifest on a protein interaction level: most cancers are caused by
increasing interaction edge weights of oncogenes and decreasing interaction edge weights of tumor
suppressor genes [8]–[10]. Similarly, PPI networks are a basis of drug discovery: the majority of
approved drugs target a particular protein, and especially a particular protein-protein interaction [8], [11].
Most human diseases are thought to have fewer than five causal protein-protein interactions; many have
two or fewer causal interactions [11]. For example, in adult acute myeloid leukemia, the majority of
patients have perturbations in the connectivity of only two proteins/nodes [12]. Given the small network
effect size of many diseases, ideally, a targeted therapy for a particular disease would only affect the
associated edges. However, most drugs have high-rank projections into the PPI network space from ‘offtarget’ interactions [8]. Recent opinions in drug discovery suggest that the majority of drug effects are off
target; the process of drug optimization is minimizing deleterious off-target projections while maintaining
disease-associated interactions.
Cancer is an excellent disease for studying network effects of drugs: it is well studied, has many approved
drugs with studied targets, and has many implicated protein interaction network features [8]. Resistance is
a dominant problem in treating cancer, which occurs when network evolution allows recovery from the
perturbations created by a particular drug, rendering the drug ineffective for further treatment. Treatment
strategies and resistance can be seen directly as graph processes.
A common problem in modern medicine is to identify disease-associated genes. One of the most common
approaches to this problem are genome-wide association studies (GWAS), which are correlation tests run
on data collected from large disease / genotype cohorts. GWAS suffers from very poor sensitivity, and
low reproducibility. PPI networks have a suggested role in improving GWAS: they can generate specific
gene-disease hypotheses, which can significantly lower the multiple testing burden – both increasing the
statistical discovery power for a particular sample size and decreasing the expected number of false
positive associations. [4], [13]
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Inferring protein interaction networks
Edges in PPI networks can be inferred through experimental and statistical evidence. Specific methods
include experimental measurements directly on target proteins, inference using expression co-occurrence
in a target species, and inference using these features extracted from evolutionarily related species [5]–
[7]. These methods have different bias/variance tradeoffs, and equivalently provide different
sensitivity/specificity for interaction edge discovery. Robust to the specific interaction estimator used,
protein-protein interaction networks of diverse genera are approximately power law distributed [2], [3].
Edges supported by expression data hold temporal attributes: for an interaction to occur, both proteins
must be expressed simultaneously [1], [2]. Using these properties, it is possible to cluster nodes with high
degree based on whether they interact with partners simultaneously (a “party” node), or individually (a
“date” node) [1].
Data sources
For the purposes of this study, I will use StringDB (http://string-db.org/), which is a pre-constructed PPI
network. Edges are supported by different evidence, which can include direct observations of interaction,
coexpression evidence, and orthology from other hypothesized interacting proteins. Edges are weighted
on a scale of 0-1000, which corresponds to the types and relative strengths of evidence supporting the
edge. Properties of edge weights are examined further. Additionally, I use small-molecule target data
from the DrugBank (http://www.drugbank.ca/) database, and cancer gene data from the Sanger Institute’s
COSMIC database (http://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic).
2. Problem definition
I seek to exploit PPI graph properties for tasks relevant to disease treatment and drug discovery. The
central theme of this approach is treating disease and drug treatment as graph processes, and trying to
exploit projections onto the PPI network to better understand how drugs and disease interact. I decompose
this topic into three related specific sub-problems:
1.   How do graph properties of disease and drug associated proteins differ from general proteins at
different interaction evidence thresholds?
2.   Inferring drug target effect as a network propagation process to learn a pathway-specific
similarity measure between drugs.
3.   Develop a pathway-specific centrality measure that optimizes the edge degree / pathway count
ratio, and test the method on known drug target stratification.
3. Related work
Local and global PPI network structural motifs suggest therapeutic strategies
In addition to patterns in edge attributes, PPI graphs contain local motifs that reveal network dynamics
and even suggest strategies for targeting network subcomponents with drugs [3], [4]. Specific PPI
network motifs of size 3 and 4 are also overrepresented in other evolved or designed networks generated
through processes such as hyperlink creation, language formation, and personal social network
propagation [4]. Such structures are suggestive of processes like positive and negative feedback loops [3],
[4], which have important implications for therapeutic strategies (e.g. which nodes are targeted).
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Using PPI network degree centrality hub nodes as candidate drug targets
The presence of central “hub” regulators is a global motif in PPI networks [4], [5], [8]. Such nodes make
especially attractive drug targets, because they are often central to multiple biochemical pathways
involved in processes like cell proliferation [11]. In social networks, nodes with high centrality can be
called “central individuals,” and are important to graph propagation processes, such as gossip [5], [14].
One processes for estimating diffusion centrality of individuals in gossip networks that is robust to
partially instantiated edges and hidden nodes provides strong predictive power without direct knowledge
of global network structure [5].
These papers present PPI networks as a power-law graph type that are generated by inferring interactions
from experimental data [1], [2], [3]. Specific network components, such as central actors, are of particular
interest because their graph theoretic properties make them effective drug targets [3]. Certain motifs are
overrepresented both within local subgraphs [4], and in global PPI networks [1], [2], [3]. A recent method
for detecting central nodes in gossip networks [14] is potentially useful for the same task in PPI networks
because they have similar structural motifs [2], [14], and similar partial topological instantiations [1], [2],
[14]. The metric I propose in section 4.2 is a direct extension of the gossip process centrality in [14].
Using pathway information jointly with PPI networks
PPI networks represent generalized protein interactions; often they do not confer specific functions to
edges. Pathways represent more structured biochemical knowledge, but the total size of known pathway
annotations are much smaller [8], and are biased towards interactions of studied proteins (as opposed to
PPI discovery techniques such as mass spectrometry, which are thought to have approximately uniform
discovery rates) [4]. Works such as [8] do use both global PPI information and pathway knowledge, but
metrics are treated separately: candidate targets are found by filtering PPI hubs based on pathway
memberships. Existing works on joint pathway/PPI drug discovery generally do not represent pathway
knowledge as a graph process on a PPI network; they treat the two as orthogonal data sources and attempt
to fit a joint discovery model.
4. Approach
4.1 – Network properties of drug and disease associated proteins
There are approximately 20,000 unique proteins in the human proteome, but fewer than 10% are
implicated in disease or drug associations. Therefore, a key question is how do network properties of
disease and drug associated proteins differ from the proteome-wide distribution. To address this, I analyze
graph properties of protein by drug/disease association.
Threshold analysis
The full StringDB PPI network contains > 8 million edges, but the majority are only supported by weak e
vidence and have low edge weights (see analysis). To compensate, I use variable thresholds to subsample
the network to more significant evidence levels. W is a sorted list of edge weights from the set of edges E,
and T is the vector of n unique thresholds:
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Then, the binary undirected graph Gi with threshold Ti applied is:
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Centrality measures
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I will use three centrality measures to understand the network properties of disease and drug associated
proteins: degree centrality (DC), eigenvector centrality (EC), and Katz centrality (KC). For graph Gi, the
centrality measures for protein j are:
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Where 𝛼 is a fixed attenuation factor, used as 𝛼 = 0.1 in this work.
4.2 – Modeling drug target effect as a network propagation process
There are ~1400 unique approved drugs that each have one or more known targets. A drug dj can be
viewed as a projection onto the graph Gi – it is a binary vector that encodes the influence of drugs onto
the set of proteins in the human proteome. Moreover, the effect of drugs are not limited to the proteins
they directly target – they are propagated to proteins that the targets interact with. Using model parameter
0 ≤ 𝜌 < 1 as the propagative effect (which could be interpreted as the transmission probability or
equivalently as a signal attenuation factor), we can describe the drug effect DEij of drug dj on graph Gi as:
E
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We also introduce a parameter T that describes the maximum number of edges through which drug effects
can propagate. This is equivalent to a gossip process, but we do not limit the number of signal origin
points (each protein targeted by drug d is considered a signal origin point).
4.3 – Pathway-specific centrality measure for drug target discovery
Proteins in the network have functional annotations, such as kinase activity, metabolism, or gene
regulation. Often, the desired targets of drugs are functional processes / pathways, not specific proteins.
Identifying a particular candidate drug target in a pathway is non-trivial, because pathways often contain
hundreds of proteins. One must balance target centrality with effect survivability: if a target is not
sufficiently central, the disease can likely compensate for the drug effect (e.g. acquire resistance), but if
the target is systemically central (e.g. a regulatory protein involved in many non-target pathways), drug
interference can cause dangerous off-target effects. Thus, it is desirable to target proteins that are central
to a particular pathway, but that don’t necessarily have comparatively high global centralities.
For this purpose, I introduce the idea of pathway-specific centrality (PSC). PSC is a measure on a protein
j and a pathway l that describes the centrality of the protein within the pathway:
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P is a matrix that describes the memberships of each protein onto each pathway l. Additionally, 𝛼 and 𝛽
are parameters that determine the strength of the self and first degree pathway membership terms.
Intuitively, this metric is equivalent to scaling the degree centrality (DC) by a penalty term that is the
product of the number of pathways a particular protein is in, and the number of pathways its first degree
connections are in. Proteins with a high number of connections spread over a small number of unique
pathways score high; proteins with diffuse connections over a large number of pathways are penalized.
For this project, protein functional annotations (i.e. Gene Ontology terms) are treated as pathways. While
other pathway membership metrics also exist (e.g. KEGG), this is a simplification to keep the
dimensionality of the P matrix relatively small. Additionally, only the top half of GO terms are selected
(the GO terms with the most annotations in the dataset).
5. Results
5.1 – Network analysis of disease and drug associated proteins
Edge score distribution
The edge scoring method used by StringDB assigns particular weights to particular categories of
evidence. Some types of evidence have piecewise binary weights: an interaction with any experimental
evidence is given a score boost of +600, whereas co-expression evidence is based on the number of gene
expression datasets supporting co-expression. Overall the underlying distribution is roughly exponential
distributed, but contains clear peaks that are due to specific evidence type scores.

  
Figure  1:  Edge  score  distribution  of  StringDB  entries
Edge thresholding
I sought to find representative points in the edge thresholding where the graph is no longer fully
connected, but still has larger connected components. The graph begins coming disconnected at threshold
500, and is fully disconnected around threshold 1000. For further analysis, I selected thresholds in the
range of 550 – 950 in 100 point increments. In particular, the graph with threshold 800 has interesting
properties: around 5000 connected components, and an average node degree of 20.
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Figure  2:  Network  properties  under  edge  thresholding  shows  graph  becoming  disconnected  
around  w=400,  degree  decreases  approximately  exponentially  until  w=800.  

  
Figure  3:  Node  degree  distributions  under  thresholding  shows  graphs  with  higher  edge  weight  
thresholds  are  closer  to  power-law  distributed.
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Network analysis of disease and drug associated proteins
I sought to understand network structural differences between proteins that are disease or drug associated
and proteins that are not. I used the three centrality measures described above (degree centrality,
eigenvector centrality, and Katz centrality). Cancer associated proteins were split based on whether they
were implicated in cancer progression (for any type of cancer). Drug associated proteins are any protein
that has been described as the primary target of any currently FDA approved drug. Sample sizes of both
sets of proteins and the full set of proteins are provided in the figure captions.
Both cancer and drug associated proteins showed significantly higher degree centralities than non-cancer
or drug associated proteins. I hypothesize that there are two separate bases for this fact: first, that many of
these proteins are more central to the underlying PPI network than average proteins (making them
valuable cancer drivers and/or drug targets), and secondly that these proteins are more intensely studied
than others. As an extension of the current work, it would be interesting to build a regularized model that
factors into account the total number of studies described for a protein as an approximation of how
‘studied’ it is – which could in turn be used to estimate the edge discovery rate for each protein, and to
normalize degree bias of highly studied proteins (e.g. scaling degree centrality by the estimated edge
discovery rate).

  
Figure  4:  Centrality  distributions  by  drug/cancer  protein  association  shows  significant  differences  in  degree,  
eigenvector,  and  Katz  centrality  with  drug/cancer  association.
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5.2 – Modeling drug effect as a propagative process
I implemented the propagation model described in section 4.2, with T=2 and 𝜌=0.7. This produces an
embedding of the drugs onto the protein space: it represents the drugs using the proteins that each drug
targets, and an attenuation cascade model of the proteins known to interact with the targets. The density
of the embeddings is largely dependent on the threshold used for edge weights: networks with low edge
weight threshold give very dense embeddings, high edge weight thresholds give sparse embeddings.
For this analysis, I selected an edge weight threshold of 700, which propagated non-zero signals to > 0.65
of the proteins. I used PCA and t-SNE to visualize the projections. Both plots show that the obtained
embedding can be used to robustly separate the drugs, suggesting the propagative network embeddings
are effective similarity measures for drugs, even when there is poor overlap between the drugs known
targets (approximately half of the 100 drugs shown have unique targets).

  
Figure  5:  Dimensionality  reduction  on  the  propagated  drug  effect  embedding  shows  it  can  be  
used  to  effectively  separate  drugs  in  both  non-linear  manifolds  (left)  and  linear  manifolds  (right)  
5.3 – Pathway-specific measure of protein centrality
I implemented the pathway-specific centrality measure described above, which is a combination of degree
centrality and factors from a first and second degree protein pathway embedding matrix. After
experimenting with different hyper parameters, I chose to analyze the metric with 𝛼 = 0.25 and 𝛽 =
0.15, which weights first degree embeddings higher than second degree embedding terms (intuitively, the
centrality measure gives more weight to the number of pathways that a particular protein is in than to the
number of pathways its first degree neighbors are in.
To visualize the contribution of each of the terms (the degree centrality and the pathway embedding term)
to the pathway-specific centrality measure, I plotted the measure and its basis components over a set of
~10,000 proteins:   
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Figure  6:  Decomposition  of  pathway-specific  centrality  shows  positive  correlation  to  degree  centrality  and  negative  
correlation  to  normalized  protein  pathway  degree.  

The purpose of the pathway-specific centrality metric is to identify candidate drug targets: proteins with
many connections in a limited set of pathways, but not proteins whose functions are so diverse that their
regulation/inhibition is likely incompatible with cellular function. As a calibration of the metric for this
purpose, I compared the PSC score with the number of FDA approved drugs targeting the protein:

  
  
Figure  7:  Significant  positive  correlation  between  PSC  and  approved  drugs  suggests  PSC  is  able  to  stratify  targets  by  
properties  that  are  relevant  for  drug  development.  
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3. Conclusions
PPI networks become closer to power law distributed under edge thresholding
Previous works have stated PPI networks are thought to be approximately power-law distributed,
however the raw StringDB network contains a significant bias towards intermediate degree nodes and is
not power law distributed (Figure 3). Under edge thresholding, the network degree distribution becomes
very close to power-law distributed. This is suggestive that thresholding removes bias present in the
StringDB network: a larger relative proportion of the intermediate frequency edges are removed under
thresholding, and these are also the same edges that skew the original network from a power law
distribution.
There are significant differences in network properties of disease and drug associated proteins
Disease and drug associated proteins have significantly higher degree centralities (Figure 4). Interestingly,
drug proteins have significantly lower eigenvector centrality than non-drug proteins but higher Katz
centrality than non-drug associated proteins; and cancer-associated proteins do not display this tendency.
Drug targeting can be embedded as a propagative signal on the protein network space
The gossip / propagative model proposed in 4.2 is an effective means of stratifying different drugs over
both linear and non-linear manifolds (Figure 5). This method represents the differences in drugs based on
the extended interaction networks of their targets. In a further study, it would be interesting to compare
classes of drugs and other measures of drug chemical similarity with this approach.
Pathway-specific drug centrality is correlated with target ‘drugability’
Figure 7 shows that the PSC metric is linearly correlated with the number of FDA approved drugs for a
given target. Given that different proteins have different ‘drugability’ (i.e. different chemical and
biological characteristics that make them relatively easier/more difficult to develop drugs for), and that
the number of unique approved drugs for a given target is suggestive of this difference, PSC is arguably
also correlated with a hypothetical ‘drugability’ metric. Difference in drugability is highly important for
pharmaceutical companies, who seek targets that are amendable to low-risk drug development.
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